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BLUE SILENCE
Ensemble Offspring’s core members Claire Edwardes (marimba) and Jason
Noble (bass clarinet) team up with acclaimed harpist Emily Granger to
unearth masterpieces from the depths of living musical imagination.
Originally conceived as a live concert for the Seymour Centre’s Seymour
Nights series, the complete performance of Blue Silence has since been
recorded to present via livestream in order to stay connected with
audiences during Sydney’s extended lockdown.
Granger’s harp will feature in a solo penned by her partner and local legend
Tristan Coelho, complemented by rousing chamber works from Nathan
Daughtrey (USA), Caleb Burhans (USA), Gunnar Andreas Kristinsson
(Iceland), and a timely trio arrangement of the reflective Blue Silence by
Australian treasure Elena Kats-Chernin. To top it all off, you’ll be captivated
by a brand new duet for bass clarinet and marimba by Gerard Brophy
inspired by Turkey’s eastern coastal city of Van, titled Just outside Van…
All audio and video recorded and edited by Yannick Jamey. Released as
part of Ensemble Offspring's new digital concert series, Offspring for All.

Jason Noble recording Blue Silence at Claire's' home in Tempe

PROGRAM
Nathan Daughtrey – Verve for bass clarinet & marimba (2018)
Tristan Coelho – in transit for solo harp (2020)
Gunnar Andreas Kristinsson – PASsaCAgLia B for bass clarinet,
marimba & harp (2016)
Caleb Burhans – Once in a Blue Moon for harp & marimba (2009)
Gerard Brophy – Just outside Van… for bass clarinet & marimba
(2021), I. Aghtdamar, II. Hoşap, IV. Varagavank
Elena Kats-Chernin – Blue Silence for bass clarinet, marimba & harp
(2006)

Claire Edwardes (marimba) is an internationally acclaimed
percussionist and the Artistic Director of Ensemble Offspring.
Her stellar career spans over 20 years of performing,
commissioning, collaborating and championing new music both
in Australia and throughout Europe.
Jason Noble (bass clarinet) is one of Australia's most versatile
clarinettists – experimental to classical. As a soloist and core
member of Ensemble Offspring, Jason has performed at festivals
locally and internationally, from Warsaw to London, Shanghai to
Kabul, and major cities across Australia.
US-born Emily Granger (harp) has firmly established herself in
the Australian concert scene, with a busy schedule as a soloist
and chamber musician, in partnership with some of the country’s
finest musicians (both classical and popular) and presenters.

*WP = World Premiere

PROGRAM NOTES
Nathan Daughtrey – Verve for bass clarinet & marimba (2018)
The word Verve was the sole inspiration for this duet for bass clarinet and
marimba. The woody, reedy qualities of both instruments already blend so well
that I thought it would be fun to have them constantly emerging out of one
another in similar ranges. There is also a lot of rhythmic and melodic
hocketing throughout the piece, requiring a great sense of groove and pulse
from both musicians.
Nathan Daughtrey is a composer and keyboard percussionist who is driven by
curiosity, relentlessly seeking ways to meld his lifelong passions. As a
composer and performing artist, his varied career has taken him all over the
world, appearing as a keyboard soloist in Australia, Asia, Eastern Europe, and
throughout North America.

Tristan Coelho – in transit for solo harp (2020)
As I set out writing this piece, I already had the title, in transit, firmly in mind.
The words brought up ideas of travel, momentum and forward motion, but
ironically also a sense of stasis or being ‘in limbo’. Of course, when we’re in
transit, we’re neither at our point of departure nor our destination – a midway
state. This all comes across in the music through hypnotic, repeating ideas
that unfold over time, bookended by moments of stillness, silence and
reflection. Melodic ideas are placed ‘in transit' in that they pop up repeatedly in
different places and guises throughout the piece.
Tristan Coelho is an award-winning Sydney-based composer who specialises
in concert music and film projects. His music draws inspiration largely from
either nature, especially the idea of amplifying otherwise soft and delicate
sounds, or our digital, data-driven world.

Gunnar Andreas Kristinsson – PASsaCAgLia B for bass clarinet, marimba &
harp (2016)
The title refers both to the form of the piece, which has some similarities with
the old passacaglia form, and to its use of numbers from Pascal’s triangle.
Originally, it was a duo commissioned and premiered by Duo Harpverk in 2012.
The idea to add the bass clarinet to the piece occurred to Gunnar when he was
planning a portrait concert in 2016, including Duo Harpverk and clarinetist
Ingólfur Vilhjálmsson.
Gunnar Andreas Kristinsson has studied at The Reykjavik College of Music,
Hochschule für Musik in Cologne and The Royal Conservatory in The Hague.
With the exception of a few vocal and electronic pieces, Gunnar’s
compositions are mostly instrumental, varying from solo pieces to orchestral
works.

Caleb Burhans – Once in a Blue Moon for harp & marimba (2009)
Once In a Blue Moon is a duet written for harp and five-octave marimba.
Burhans wrote this piece in 2009 for Icelandic percussion and harp ensemble Duo Harpverk.
Caleb Burhans is a multifaceted presence in the New York music scene who is
active as both a performer (strings, voice) and composer. Hailed by the New
York Times as, “animated and versatile,” and, “New York’s mohawked Mozart”
by Time Out New York, Caleb has been commissioned by Lincoln Center,
Carnegie Hall, Library of Congress and the Kronos Quartet, to name a few.

Emily Granger recording Blue Silence at Claire's' home in Tempe

Gerard Brophy – Just outside Van… for bass clarinet & marimba (2021), WP
I. Aghtdamar, II. Hoşap, IV. Varagavank
I. Aghtdamar
On the island of Aghtdamar, off the southern shore of Lake Van, one finds a
C10th cathedral which was the centre of Armenian culture in Van.
II. Hoşap
Hoşap is indeed a medieval Kurdish fortress just on the Iranian border
containing 300 rooms; how it was built, I can’t imagine.
IV. Varagavank
Varagavank or 'Yedi Kilise' (7 churches) was a spectacular Armenian
monastery complex which was destroyed; just the main cathedral which was
used as a barn and stables is left.
Gerard Brophy is an Australian composer who began his studies in
the classical guitar at the age of twenty-two. He has since developed a keen
interest in collaborating with artists from other disciplines and he is
particularly active in the areas of ballet, dance and electronica. He has also
been involved in exciting collaborations with musicians from other cultures.

Elena Kats-Chernin – Blue Silence for bass clarinet, marimba & harp (2006)
Blue Silence was written for an exhibition in New South Wales, devoted to
artists suffering with schizophrenia, called 'For Matthew and Others'. A person
with schizophrenia hears voices, which can be very disturbing, there is a
yearning for silence. I wrote this work so that my son Alex who suffers from
the illness can listen to calmness, meditation. It's called Blue Silence because
blue is sometimes associated with healing. Original version was for
Violoncello and Piano.
Elena Kats-Chernin was born in Tashkent, now the capital of independent
Uzbekistan, but then part of the Soviet Union. Her energetic and vivid music
communicates a mixture of lightheartedness and heavy melancholy, combining
strong rhythmic figures with elements of cabaret, tango and ragtime.

OFFSPRING FOR ALL
Offspring for All is Ensemble Offspring's new digital series, bringing a
handful of our highlight concerts each year to hungry ears from around
Australia and the world. This ongoing initiative will stream live and prerecorded concerts to YouTube which will then be available on-demand on
our website. At Ensemble Offspring we believe in the importance of
connecting with our audiences, even when we can’t physically be together.
For the first time, Offspring for All allows us to reach everyone, including
people in extended lockdowns, those living remotely or regionally, and
people who are physically impaired. We are dedicated to bringing the very
best of living Australian music to those who have a thirst for innovative
sound and art. Supported by Creative Partnerships Australia through Plus1
and our generous Ensemble Offspring Creation Fund donors. This premiere
stream is completely free, but donations are welcome to support this new
initiative!

Support Offspring for All

Ensemble Offspring at The Surge, Cowra. Photo by Pip Farquharson.

UP NEXT: SHIVERS ON SPEED
Sydney Opera House | October 28 @ 7pm

Ensemble Offspring are Australia’s musical lightning rod, drawing the most
electric and spectacular talent from around the world and setting it loose in
our very own harbourside backyard. Shivers on Speed is the latest
showcase of what is hot right now: brace yourself for three premieres by
local and international sensations. The internet gets its groove back in our
2019 Noisy Women commission Click Farm by Nicole Murphy while Jack
Symonds clutches at memories in a new sextet Memory featuring our
flautist Lamorna Nightingale and Andrew Ford hooks you in with his funky
new vibraphone solo while LA’s Karen Tanaka beguiles you with her
originality in some fiendish Techno Etudes for piano solo and Cologne
based Brigitta Muntendorf’s shivers on speed drags you headfirst on a
crazy, high speed trip through a sonic jungle. Don’t miss this global melting
pot of new sounds, served up as only Ensemble Offspring can!

Tickets to Shivers on Speed

ENSEMBLE OFFSPRING
Ensemble Offspring are Sydney’s musical mavericks, uniting innovative
Australian instrumentalists with a broad collective of collaborators to
champion the music of tomorrow. Together we explore new ideas through
living music that leaps across art form. Driven by discovery, Ensemble
Offspring presents intricately crafted experiential performances that
transcend genre and place, tapping into the innate curiosity and
adventurous spirit of our audiences. Featuring a core line up of world class
musicians (on violin, cello, flute, clarinet, piano and percussion), Ensemble
Offspring also provides opportunities to a broad range of Australian artists
and creators, nurturing emerging and traditionally under-represented
musicians (including female identifying and First Nations artists) to build a
thriving culture for the 21st century.

Ensemble Offspring are assisted by the Australian Government through the
Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body and the NSW Government
through Create NSW. We would also like to thank all of our Ensemble Offspring
Creation Fund donors. We work and play on Gadigal land.

ensembleoffspring.com

